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Consolidation Settlement Under a Rectangular Load Distribution 

M. A. BlOT· 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 

(Received December 7, 1940) 

The author's general theory is applied to the calculation of the settlement through consoli
dation of a soil loaded uniformly on an infinite strip of constant width with particular reference 
to the nature of the settlement at the edge of the loaded area. The solution is obtained by first 
calculating the settlement produced by a suddenly applied load with sinusoidal distribution. 
The use of a Dirichlet integral and the principle of superposition leads then directly to the 
solution for the discontinuous loading. 

INTRODUCTION 

I N the calculation of foundations and the 
prediction of settlement we are not so much 

interested in the absolute value of the settlement 
but rather in the differences in settlement which 
can occur in a loaded area due to differences in 
load intensity. Then differential settlements are 
the direct cause of damage in buildings and 
structures carried by the soil. A typical case of 
settlement due to differential loading occurs 
when the load is applied uniformly to an infinite 
strip of constant width. In particular one may 
ask what happens at the edge of the loaded area; 
how much additional settlement is due to the 
water flowing from the loaded region to the 
unloaded region; how much restraint does the 
settlement of the loaded area encounter from 
the unloaded region; and how much settlement 
does the unloaded area undergo in the vicinity 
of the load. The present paper is a quantitative 
answer to these questions. The problem is essen
tially one of two-dimensional strain in a plane 
perpendicular to the axis of the loaded strip. 

1. SETTLEMENT UNDER A LOAD WITH 

SINUSOIDAL DISTRIBUTION 

In the previous paperl we have established the 
following equations for the consolidation of a 
completely saturated clay: 

2 G ae alI 
GVu+-----=O, 

1-2" ax ax 
2 G ae alI 

GVv+--- ---=0, (Ll) 
1-2" ay ay 

* On leave of absence from Columbia University. 
1 M. A. Biot, "General theory of three-dimensional 

consolidation," ]. App. Phys. 12, 155 (1941). 
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2 G ae alI 
GVw+-----=O, 

1-2" az az 
2 

Ve= (1/c)(ae/at), (1.2) 

where u, v, ware the components of the displace
ment of the soil and G, ", are the shear modulus 
and Poisson ratio for the completely consolidated 
clay. 

e = auf ax + av/ ay+aw/ az. 
c=k/a coefficient of consolidation. 
k = coefficient of permeability. 
a=(1-2,,)/2G(1-,,) final compressibility. 
II = water pressure incremen t in the pores. 

We consider an infinitely deep layer of clay 
and take the xy plane to coincide with the surface 
while the z axis is oriented positively downward. 
We propose to find the settlement of the surface 
of the clay where a uniform load is suddenly 
applied at the instant t = 0 at the surface of the 
clay on a strip infinitely long in the y direction 
and extending from x= -1/2 to x=1/2. The 
water contained in the clay is assumed to escape 
freely at the surface so that the water pressure 
at the surface is a constant equal to the atmos
pheric pressure. This is essentially a two-dimen
sional problem where v = 0 and all unknowns are 
functions only of x and z. We shall solve this 
problem by first considering a load distributed 
sinusoidally along the x direction and then using 
a Fourier expansion and the principle of super
position to find the settlement for a rectangular 
load distribution. 

The settlement due to a sinusoidal load applied 
suddenly at the instant t = 0 is found most con
veniently by the operational method. In the 
present two-dimensional problem writing sym-
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bolically o/iJt=p, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) become Solving Eqs. (1.5) for Ca we find 

2 G OE OU A (1- V».2+p/~C+ (1- v».().2+p/c)1 
Ca= ---------------GVu+-----=O, 

1- 21' ox ox 

2 G OE OU 
(1.3) 2G). ).2+p/~C (1.7) 

GVw+-----=O, 
1- 21' OZ oz 

2 
VE= PE/C. 

We have to solve these equations with the 
boundary conditions 

(1) that all variables vanish at infinite depth 

z= 00, 

(2) u=O at z=O, 

(3) uz=2G(OW +~) = -A sin).x at z=O, 
oz 1-21' 

ou ow 
(4) -+-=0 at z=O. 

oz ox 

The second condition expresses that the water is 
free to escape at the surface. The last two equa
tions express that at the surface the normal stress 
is equal to the load and the shearing stress is zero. 
These conditions are derived from relations (2.11) 
in the previous paper by putting u = O. 

We may verify that a solution of Eqs. (1.3) 
satisfying the boundary conditions (1) is 

2 I 
11 = [Cl).e-Az+ C2).e-(A +p/c) Z 

- Ca(1- ).z)e-AZ ] cos ),x, 
• I 

W= [ - Cl),e-Az - C2(),2+p/c)!e-(A-+p/C) Z 
(1.4) 

- Ca),ze-AZ ] sin ),x, 
2 I 

u= [C2(p/ac)e-(A +p/c) z-2CaG),e-AZ ] sin ),x. 

The arbitrary constants Cl , C2, Ca, are to be 
determined by introducing these values of u, v, w, 
in the three boundary conditions (2), (3), (4). 
We find 

C2P/c-2Ga),Ca=O, 

Cl),2+ C2(),2+p/2Gac) - Ca),= -A/2G, (1.5) 

Now we are interested only in the vertical de
flection w at the surface z = O. This value is 

w= [ - Cl ),- C,(),2+P/C)!] sin ),x 

= - Ca sin ).x. (1.6) 
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with 
{3= (1-21')/(1- 1')2. 

The soil deflection at the surface as a function 
of time for a sudden sinusoidal load distribution 
is written in operational form 

A sin ).X[ 1').2 
w 1-------

2G)' ),2+p/~C 

(1- V»),().2+p/ C)i] 
+ l(t). 

. ).2+p/~C 
(1.8) 

The function represented symbolically by this 
equation may be calculated from the following 
operational expressions 

).2 
-----l(t) = 1_e-A'~ct, (1.9) 
),2+p/~C 

),(),'+p/c) 1 
l(t) = P[),(ct)!] 

),2+P/{3c 

- (1- ~)!e-A'~ctP[),( (1- (3)ct) 1], (1.10) 

where 

2 J" P(x) =- e-i'dt 
71'"1 0 

is a tabulated function called the probability 
integral. 

The first operator is elementary2 while the 
second may be derived by using the shifting 
formulaa from the well-known operator. 

(1.11) 

With these results the deflection of the soil 
surface is finally written 

A sin ).x 
w (1- v(1-e-A'~ct) + (1- v)P[).(ct)!] 

2G). 
- ve-A'~ctP[).( (1-mct)i] 1- (1.12) 

'Th. von Karman and M. A. Biot, Mathematical Methods 
in Engineering (McGraw-Hill, 1940), d. Chap}er X. 

3 V. Bush, Operational Circuit Analysis Uohn Wiley, 
1929), pp. 130 and ~91. 
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For t = 0 the deflection is purely elastic, its of magnitude of this effect may be found by 
value is putting t= 00 in expression (1.17). We find 

A sin AX 
Wi 

2GA 
(1.13) 

The settlement due to consolidation is w. = W -Wi 

A sin AX 
w. { - v[l-e-).',8ct 

2GA 
+e-).',8ctp(X"( (1- ,8)ct)t) J 

+(l-v)P[X(ct)tJl. (1.14) 

It is possible to check the exactness of this 
expression by considering the case where the 
distributed load has an infinite wave-length, or 
what amounts to the same thing when the time 
interval t after loading is infinitely small. In 
both cases the product X2t is infinitesimal, and 
expression (1.14) then becomes 

w. =A sin Xx2a(ctI1l-)l. (1.15) 

This checks with the formula (6.11) found in 
the previous paper for the settlement of a 
laterally restrained soil column immediately after 
loading. Note that this settlement is independent 
of the Poisson ratio. 

For convenience we shall write Eq. (1.14) in 
the form 

aA sin Xx 
w. F[v, x(ct)lJ, (1.16) 

where 
v(l- v) 

F(v, A (ct) 1) = - {1_e-).2,8t 
1-2v 

+e-).2,11tP[X«1-mct)lJl 

(1- V)2 
+ P[X(ct)l]. (1.17) 

1-2v 

In case the Poisson ratio is equal to zero (v=O) 
this expression becomes 

F(O, X(ct)lJ=P[X(ct)lJ. (1.18) 

In order to simplify the numerical work in 
further calculations we shall restrict ourselves to 
this case. It must be remembered that the 
settlement during the initial period as given by 
expression (1.15) depends only on the compressi
bilitya and is independent of the Poisson ratio. 
The latter will therefore only have an influence 
on the later period of the settlement. The order 
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F(v,oo)=l-v. 

This shows that in the later period the actual 

_N;TI'[lIlTl,LLll111:; 
FIG. 1. Discontinuous loading represented by 

the integral (2.1). 

settlement is smaller than that calculated from 
expression (1.16) with the assumption v=O. 

2. SETTLEMENT UNDER A UNIFORM LOAD 

WITH DISCONTINUITY 

For practical purposes we are interested in the 
differential settlements, such as occur when the 
load distribution has a discontinuity. Such a 
distribution is represented by the following func
tion of x 

Po f.oo sin Xx 
l,O(x) =--:. --dX. 

71" 0 X 
(2.1) 

The loading represen ted by this expression is a 
constant equal to -po/2 for x<o and Po/2 for 
x>O with a discontinuity in the loading at x=o 
equal to po (Fig. 1). 

The settlement due to this load is easily ob
tained from the solution (1.16) found above 
for the case of a sinusoidal loading. Using the 
principle of superposition the expression of the 
settlement is found to be 

apo f.oo F[v, X(ct)lJ 
w. = - sin AxdX. 

7r 0 X2 
(2.2) 

This can be written 

W. (71")t 1 f.oo F(v, 'Y) 
-- - =- sin 'Y~d'Y 
2apo ct 27r1 0 'Y2 

with 

(2.3) 

'Y=X(ct)l, ~=xl(ct)t. 

If we now introduce the assumption v=O, it 
becomes possible to evaluate this integral numeri
cally by using an approximate analytical ex
pression for the function F(O, 'Y). It may be 
verified that this function is represented within 
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1 percent by 
i 

F(O, ,..)=1-e-2'Y/ .. +,..2e-l.S'Y. (2.4) 

The integrations in expression (2.3) can then be 
performed by means of elementary functions. 
We find 

+~ tan- 1 (1I")!t) +_1 ~. 
11" 2 211"' 3.24+ ~2 

(2.5) 

By adding a load equal to po/2 and extending 
from - 00 to 00 we obtain a total load po extend
ing from 0 to 00 as shown in Fig. 2. The settle
ment for this case is obtained by superposition. 
Denoting the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5) by 
1m this settlement is 

( 
et)! 

w. = 2apo -; [t+ 1m]. (2.6) 

In order to represent the settlement as a 
function of time it is convenient to introduce for 
the abscissa a characteristic length 1 which can 
be chosen arbitrarily and write 

W8=2apo(~)j[~+1(:_1 )]. (2.7) 
11" 2 1 (el)! 

p. 

FIG. 2. Settlement of the soil surface at various time 
intervals for a load extending from x = 0 to x = 00. 

VOLUME 12, MAY, 1941 

Then settlement curves are plotted as a func
tion of x in Fig. 2 at time intervals corresponping 
to (etl/I) =i, i, i, t-, i, and compared directly 
with the settlement 

which would have occurred after the same time 
intervals if the load extended from x= -00 to 
x= 00. These settlements are represented by the 
horizontal lines of ordinates 

The slope of the soil deflection at the edge of 
the loaded area (x=O) is infinite as may be 
verified analytically by calculating the derivative 
d1/dHor t= 0; it constitutes, therefore, a singular 
point probably associated with infinite stresses. 
However, this infinite slope does not show up in 
the plotted curve because it is a highly localized 
effect. 

It is interesting to follow the settlement at a 
given point x. Consider first a point located under 
the load (x>O). The settlements w. and W.i are 
equal at first, then w. becomes slightly larger 
than W.i while for large values of the time w. 
becomes smaller and smaller compared to w ••. 
This is due to three distinct phases in the settle
ment. In the first instant the settlement is mostly 

FIG. 3. Rectangular load distribution. 

due to water flowing out at the surface directly 
under the load. In the second phase the settle
ment is due partly to water flowing from the 
loaded region to the unloaded region so that this 
increases the settlement in comparison with the 
case when the load is applied uniformly from 
x = - 00 to x = + 00. This effect, however, is very 
small and is hardly visible in the figure. In the 
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FIG. 4. Settlement of the soil surface at various time in
tervals for the load distribution represented in Fig. 3. 

third phase the unloaded region restrains the 
settlement of the loaded area because of the 
elastic stresses originating between the two 
regions. Similar phases can be distinguished for a 
point lying outside of the loaded area (x<O). At 
first no motion is observed; then the surface is 
lifted by a slight amount. This swelling of the 
soil is due to the water escaping for the loaded 
region. Finally a settlement is observed because 
the unloaded region is dragged down elastically 
by the settlement of the loaded area. 

3. SETTLEMENT UNDER A RECTANGULAR 

LOAD DISTRIBUTION 

By superposition we may easily derive from 
the previous solution the settlement due to a 
constant load extending from X= -1/2 tox=I/2; 
as shown in Fig. 3, using the solution (2.6) we 
may write for the settlement 

(
et )![ (X+I/2) (X-I/2)] w.=2apo - f -- -f -- . (3.1) 
1f' (et)! (et)! 
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The settlement curves are represented in Fig. 4 
as a function of x at time intervals corresponding 
to (etl/l) =t, t, t. t t, and compared directly 
with the settlement w •• which would have 
occurred after the same time intervals if the load 
extended from x = - 00 to x = + 00. These settle
ments are represented by the horizontal lines of 
ordinates 

It will be noted that immediately after loading 
the settlement is little affected by the unloaded 
regions on both sides, while in the last phase the 

1.0 

. 75 

.50 

.25 

0 ,rs 

--r---.. 
.............. 

~8 MI .f/8 Iii 
T 

FIG. 5. Ratio of 
settlement at the 
middle of the 
loaded area (x=O) 
to the settlement 
which would take 
place if the load 
extended from x = 
- co tox=,+ co. 

settlement is considerably reduced by the re
straining effect of the unloaded regions. The 
settlement at the center of the loaded area 1S 

obtained from (3.1) by putting x=o 

w, = 4apo(et/1I'Yf[I/2(et)!J. (3.2) 

We may also write 

W s/w8 i=2f[I/2(et)!J. (3.3) 

This ratio which represents the restraining effect 
of the unloaded regions is plotted in Fig. 5 as a 
function of (et)!/l. The larger the size of the 
loaded area the less quickly this restraining effect 
comes into play. It will be noted that for small 
values of t the ratio w./w •• is slightly larger than 
unity which means that the settlement is in
creased by water flowing from the loaded region 
to the unloaded region. We have assumed the 
Poisson ratio to be zero. From the remark at the 
end of paragraph 2 we may deduce that if this 
is not the case the restraining effect of the 
unloaded region will be still greater. 
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